ProFormance Systems now offers a variety of custom made SPRUNG and
SEMI-SPRUNG dance floors for various performances venues, home studios or
educational facilities. We can build any floor to suit your needs! The preferred
floor in the dance industry is the sprung or floating floor. This type of floor is
designed to prevent shin splints and ligament injuries most commonly attributed
to rigid surfaces.
In addition to the floors we also offer a variety of custom overlay surfaces. Our
customers’ can choose from the wide selection of hardwood surfaces as well as
Cascade Marley.
Why does a person need a Sprung floor?
Concrete floors and other solid surfaces can create bodily injury as they are not
"Resilient". A sprung dance floor absorbs energy while providing an even and
consistent level of shock absorption.
What is a Sprung Floor?
A sprung dance floor is suspended above any existing floor; such as concrete,
Pergo, or tile. Using state of the art materials designed to eliminate injuries
these types of floors provide a level of shock absorption with out throwing off the
dancers balance.
Semi-Sprung Floor
Our semi permanent sprung floor system is based on a revolutionary five-layer
construction. This floor completely eliminates the need for foam or rubber pads
and because it is a completely floating no damage is done to the existing sub
floors. It can be laid on almost any surface without preparation, ideal for all
types of dance; reducing risk of injury while enhancing dancers' performances.
Sprung Floors
Our Sprung floor uses a 7 layer technology and is commonly referred to as a
basket weave floor. With variations in materials we achieve greater levels of
shock absorption. Ideal for all types of dance; this floor further reduces the risk
of injury and is the preferred floor for professionals.
Cascade by Harlequin
Cascade Marley - Ideal for ballet, jazz and contemporary dance, Cascade Marley
is suitable for both temporary and permanent installation and is extremely
resistant to wear. Cascade Marley provides a slip resistant dance surface
Hardwood
PFS installs only the highest grade of hardwood. Using Bellawood flooring we
are able to provide ¾” solid hardwood with no messy sanding or smelly fumes.
Our prefinished floors are finished in the factory under controlled conditions and
are ready to be enjoyed immediately after installation.

